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Introduction

Welcome to the ACSPRI 2016 workshop on using the SocialMediaLab R package. In this workshop you will
learn how to collect social media data from Facebook and YouTube, create networks, and perform basic SNA
and text analysis (and some more sophisticated analyses, if time permits).

SocialMediaLab enables users to collect social media data and create different kinds of networks for analysis.
It is a ‘Swiss army knife’ for this kind of research, enabling a swift work flow from concept to data to
fully-fledged network, ready for SNA and other analysis. It can handle large datasets and create very large
networks, upwards of a million or more nodes (depending on your computer’s resources).

Installation and setup

Firstly, ensure that the SocialMediaLab package is installed and loaded.

We also want to install the magrittr package, so we can simplify the work flow by using ‘verb’ functions that
pipe together. We will also be using the igraph package for network analysis.

The following commands will check if the packages are installed. It will install them as necessary, then load
them.

Note: SocialMediaLab is available as an official package on CRAN, but the latest development version is
available on GitHub.

#Note: use the following if you would like to install packages into a directory
#other than the default library (change directory path):
#.libPaths("/home/[user]/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/3.2/")
#note: for Windows machines you’ll need something like:
#.libPaths("C:/Users/[user]")

if (!"devtools" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("devtools")
require(devtools)

if (!"httr" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("httr")
library(httr)

if (!"SocialMediaLab" %in% installed.packages()) {
devtools::install_github("voson-lab/SocialMediaLab/SocialMediaLab")

}
require(SocialMediaLab)

if (!"magrittr" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("magrittr")
require(magrittr)
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if (!"igraph" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("igraph")
require(igraph)

if (!"tm" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("tm")
require(tm)

if (!"wordcloud" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("wordcloud")
require(wordcloud)

if (!"RColorBrewer" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("RColorBrewer")
require(RColorBrewer)

if (!"SnowballC" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("SnowballC")
require(SnowballC)

if (!"Rmpfr" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("Rmpfr")
require(Rmpfr)

if (!"lattice" %in% installed.packages()) install.packages("lattice")
require(lattice)

if (!"sentiment" %in% installed.packages()) install_github(’okugami79/sentiment140’)
require(sentiment)

You will also need to get API access for each data source (i.e. Facebook and YouTube in this workshop).
You will not be able to collect any data until you have acquired API credentials. Step-by-step
instructions for obtaining API access are available from the SocialMediaLab page on the VOSON website.

Overview of SocialMediaLab work flow and recap of SNA

We will now provide a brief lecture covering the work flow for SocialMediaLab. Additionally, we will do a
‘recap’ of basic SNA concepts and theory. This is just a quick primer, so we can ‘dive right in’ in the next
section.

Facebook data collection and analysis

In this section we will run through how to collect data from Facebook, create networks, and perform different
kinds of analysis.

The process of authentication, data collection, and creating social networks can be expressed with the 3 verb
functions: Authenticate(), Collect(), and Create(). This simplified workflow exploits the pipe interface
of the Magrittr package, and provides better handling of API authentication between R sessions.

What we are doing is “piping” the data forward using the %>% operator, in a kind of functional programming
approach. It means we can pipe together all the different elements of the work flow in a quick and easy
manner.

This also provides the ability to save and load authentication tokens, so we don’t have to keep authenticating
with APIs between sessions. Obviously, this opens up possibilities for automation and data mining projects.

Make sure we have our appID and appSecret values defined:
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appID <- "xxxx"
appSecret <- "xxxx"

First, we will collect 2 days worth of activity from the Star Wars official page. This will collect all the posts
posted between the rangeFrom and rangeTo dates, including all comments and likes, and other associated
data including usernames, timestamps for comments, etc. Note: the date format is YYYY-MM-DD.

We will be using this data to create a bimodal network. This graph object is bimodal because edges represent
relationships between nodes of two different types. For example, in our bimodal Facebook network, nodes
represent Facebook users or Facebook posts, and edges represent whether a user has commented or ‘liked’ a
post. Edges are directed and weighted (e.g. if user i has commented n times on post j, then the weight of this
directed edge equals n).

Note: for Facebook, SocialMediaLab currently only supports creating bimodal and dynamic networks. More
types of networks will be implemented soon.

g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars <- Authenticate("Facebook",
appID = appID, appSecret = appSecret) %>%
SaveCredential("FBCredential.RDS") %>%
Collect(pageName="StarWars", rangeFrom="2015-03-01",
rangeTo="2015-03-02", writeToFile=TRUE) %>%
Create("Bimodal")

The Magrittr pipe approach used in this example means that we only end up with the final graph object (in
the global environment). To ensure we retain the data that are collected, the argument writeToFile=TRUE is
used. This writes the data collected using Collect() function to a local CSV file before it is piped through
to the network generation function Create(). We can then read it in as a dataframe using the importData
function in SocialMediaLab (see code snippet below). Using the importData function ensures that the correct
classes are applied to the dataframe, so that SocialMediaLab knows how to handle that particular kind of
data (e.g. Twitter data VS Facebook data).

Note: an alternative approach (if you just want the data, not the network) is to remove the Create() function
from the pipeline, meaning that the Collect() function is the final value returned (i.e. the data, which can
later be piped through to Network() if we want to create network objects).

myStarWarsData <- importData("2015-03-01_to_2015-03-02_StarWars_FacebookData.csv","facebook")
View(myStarWarsData)

This means we end up with two objects for further analysis, a graph object g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars,
and a dataframe object myStarWarsData.

Before proceeding into analysis, we will collect 2 days worth of data from the Star Trek Facebook page, but
this time we will pipe through the LoadCredential function, meaning that we are using the authentication
token that we stored locally in the previous step.

g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek <- LoadCredential("FBCredential.RDS") %>%
Collect(pageName="StarTrek", rangeFrom="2015-03-01",

rangeTo="2015-03-02", writeToFile=TRUE) %>%
Create("Bimodal")

# read in the data to a dataframe
myStarTrekData <- importData("2015-03-01_to_2015-03-02_StarTrek_FacebookData.csv","facebook")

Now we can perform some analysis on the Star Wars network. Firstly, we will run through some essential
SNA techniques. After that we will do something a bit fancier, by comparing whether there are gender
differences between Star Wars and Star Trek networks.
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We can get descriptive information about the network:

g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars

This informs us that there are 1219 nodes and 1218 nodes in the network (this may differ somewhat for your
own collected data). It tells us that our graph is Directed, Named, the edges are W eighted, and it also has
the additional property of being a Bipartite graph.

Next we will do some more descriptive analysis:

#list of nodes
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#list of edges
E(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#accessing particular node
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)[42]
#accessing particular edge
E(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)[1]

#list of "id" (node) attributes
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)$id
#list of "weight" (edge) attributes

E(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)$weight

#number of nodes in network
vcount(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#another way
length(V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars))

#number of edges
ecount(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#another way
length(E(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars))

#list of the node attributes
list.node.attributes(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#list of the edge attributes
list.edge.attributes(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)

#test whether graph is "simple" (no loops or multiple edges)
is.simple(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)

Look at the connectivity of the graph:

# who are the neighbours of node #42?
neighbors(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars,42)

#this is not a weakly connected component
is.connected(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars, mode="weak")

#information on connected components
cc <- clusters(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars)
#which component node is assigned to
cc$membership
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#size of each component
cc$csize
#number of components
cc$no

#subnetwork - giant component
g3 <- induced_subgraph(g_bimodal_facebook_star_wars,

which(cc$membership == which.max(cc$csize)))

We will now look at node centrality:

#node indegree
degree(g3, mode="in")
#node outdegree
degree(g3, mode="out")
#node indegree, using edge weights
ind <- strength(g3, mode="in")
#top-5 nodes, based on (weighted) indegree
V(g3)[order(ind, decreasing=T)[1:3]]

#closeness centrality
closeness(g3)
#betweenness centrality
betweenness(g3)
#eigenvector centrality
evcent(g3)$vector

Network cohesion measures:

# density
graph.density(g3)

# (global) clustering coefficient
# rel. frequency connected triples close to form triangles
transitivity(g3)

# number of dyads with reciprocated (mutual)
# edges/number of dyads with single edge
reciprocity(g3, mode="default")

#total number of reciprocated edges/total number of edges
reciprocity(g3, mode="ratio")

What about visualisation of networks? Because of the size of the two networks we have created, we won’t try
to visualise them in R. To visualise the “Star Trek” networking using Gephi, first export the network usig the
‘graphml’ network file format:

write.graph(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek, "g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek.graphml",format="graphml")

The following is the network plotted in Gephi (with nodes and edges coloured according to modularity
cluster):
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Another useful technique we can do is to perform a projection of the Facebook networks we just created.
These networks are bipartite because nodes of the same type cannot share an edge (e.g. a user can only
like/comment on a post, but not like/comment another user, and posts cannot perform directed actions either
on users or other posts).

What we can do is induce two subgraphs from each network. More specifically, we can induce two actor
networks, one for the users and one for the posts.

## some data preparation
# coerce to factor
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type <-

as.factor(V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type)

# coerce all posts (i.e. "1") to logical (i.e. FALSE)
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type[
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which(V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type=="1")] <-
as.logical(FALSE)

# coerce all users (i.e. "2") to logical (i.e. TRUE)
V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type[

which(V(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)$type=="2")] <-
as.logical(TRUE)

# now project the network
projection_g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek <-

bipartite.projection(g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek)

Firstly, we will look at the induced graph for the “posts”. The induced “posts” actor network consists only
of nodes that are of type “post”. An edge exists between post i and post j if they are both co-liked or
co-commented by the same user (i.e. if they have any user in common). Not surprisingly, every post has at
least one user in common, which results in the network being “complete”.

str(projection_g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek[[1]])

png("facebook_star_trek_posts.png", width=800, height=700)
plot(projection_g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek[[1]],vertex.shape="none",edge.width=1.5,edge.curved = .5,edge.arrow.size=0.5,asp=9/16,margin=-0.15)
dev.off()
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Secondly, we will look at the induced graph for the “users”. The induced “users” actor network consists
only of nodes that are of type “user”. An edge exists between user i and user j if they both co-liked or
co-commented the same post (i.e. they share an interaction with a post j). As you might expect, this create a
network with a massive number of edges! A lot of users co-interact with the same posts. For this example,
over 4.5 million edges (your results might be somewhat different).

# warning - do not use ‘str‘ function because it will
# cause R to freeze up due to overloading the console output!
# Also: you will probably have difficulty plotting this graph in R because it is so big
projection_g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek[[2]]

Maybe there is some community structure to this large network. There are several ways to find out. We will
use the infomap algorithm implementation in igraph. Infomap uses an information theoretic, flow-based
approach to calculating community structure in networks. It supports weighted and directed graphs, and also
scales well.

The results show that there is definitely some interesting community structure to the user actor network (a
handful of large communities and a tiny community). Although your results might differ, depending on the
actual data collected.
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# limit the ‘trials‘ argument to a small number to save time
# (number of attempts to partition the network)
imc_starwars <- infomap.community(

projection_g_bimodal_facebook_star_trek[[2]], nb.trials = 3)

# create a vector of users with their assigned community number
communityMembership_starwars <- membership(imc_starwars)
# summarise the distribution of users to communities
commDistribution_starwars <- summary(

as.factor(communityMembership_starwars))
# which community has the max number of users
tail(sort(commDistribution_starwars),n=1)

# create a list of communities that includes the users assigned to each community
communities_starwars <- communities(imc_starwars)
# look at the members of the *least* populated community
communities_starwars[names(head(sort(

commDistribution_starwars),n=1))]

Next, we will do some descriptive text analysis of the Star Wars fan comments.

We just want to keep the character vector of ‘comments’ data, for our purposes in this session:

fbData <- myStarWarsData$commentText

We only want elements of fbData that contain comment text (many rows of our Facebook data represent
‘likes’, rather than ‘comments’). So we remove any text data that equals “Not_applicable” (this is how
SocialMediaLab designates rows in the dataframe that are ‘likes’). Note: in earlier versions of SocialMediaLab
these elements were designated as NA, however this caused unintended consequences so it was changed.

toRemove <- which(fbData=="Not_applicable")
fbData <- fbData[-toRemove] # remove the elements we want to exclude

How many comments do we have left now?

length(fbData)

We convert the character encoding to UTF-8. This avoids errors relating to ‘odd’ characters in the text. This
is usually a good idea, but there may be situations when it is not useful, or even detrimental. Note: Mac users
may encounter errors/bugs relating to character encoding, and a workaround is to convert to ‘utf-8-mac’:

fbData <- iconv(fbData, to = ’utf-8’)
# **MAC USERS ONLY** should use this instead:
fbData <- iconv(fbData,to="utf-8-mac")

We convert our character vector fbData to a Vcorpus object:

fbCorpus <- VCorpus(VectorSource(fbData))

Individual comments (a.k.a. ‘documents’) can be accessed via the double brackets notation or the ‘dollar
sign’ notation for accessing list elements. Let’s look at comment #4.
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fbCorpus[[4]][[1]]
# another way to access it
fbCorpus[[4]]$content

We can perform a number of highly useful transformations of text using tm_map function (i.e. ‘mapping to
the corpus’). Not all of these transformations are useful in every scenario! They should be used only when it
makes sense, or as required, etc.

Converting all the text to lowercase:

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, content_transformer(tolower))

Remove numbers from the text:

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removeNumbers)

Remove punctuation from the text:

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removePunctuation)

Perform ‘word stemming’ on the text. Note: this transformation can be highly useful, but also highly
detrimental!

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, stemDocument,lazy=TRUE) # use lazy=TRUE argument to avoid warning on some machines with multiple CPU cores

We can also remove English ‘stop words’ from the text. These are common words (e.g. ‘the’, ‘and’, ‘or’) that
we may want to exclude from our analysis. Once again, this is highly useful but also needs to be carefully
applied.

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removeWords, stopwords("english"),lazy=TRUE) # use lazy=TRUE argument to avoid warning on some machines with multiple CPU cores

Eliminate unnecessary ‘white space’ from the text. For example, “hello everyone my name is fred” becomes
“hello everyone my name is fred”:

fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, stripWhitespace, lazy=TRUE)

We can observe the difference now by examining comment #4 again:

fbCorpus[[4]]$content

We could also define our own stop words and transform the text using these:

myStopwords <- c("jar","binks")
fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removeWords, myStopwords)

Next we create a document-term matrix (DTM) from the fbCorpus object. DTMs are a very important
concept for text analysis and are highly useful. DTMs can be thought about as a table (i.e. matrix) where
the rows are ‘documents’ (i.e. Facebook comments in our dataset), and the columns are ‘terms’ (i.e. each
unique word found across all the documents in the dataset). The ‘cells’ (i.e. elements) of the matrix indicate
how many times term n occurred in document m.

Note: we use the control argument to specify that we only want to retain words that are minimum character
length of 3, up to a maximum of 20 characters.
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dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(fbCorpus,control = list(wordLengths=c(3, 20)))
dtm

What we have is a sparse matrix, i.e. most of the elements of the matrix are 0, i.e. in our dataset most
Facebook comments contain only a small percentage of ‘vocabulary’ of terms observed across the entire set of
comments. What we want to do is remove terms that occur very infrequently, which will leave us with the
most ‘important’ terms. We remove sparse terms using the removeSparseTerms function, which removes
terms that occur equal to or less than a percentage threshold.

For example, if we set it to 0.995, then all terms that are at least 99.5% sparse are removed. The following
command lets us ‘test out’ what our document-term matrix would look like if we set the threshold to 0.995:

removeSparseTerms(dtm, 0.995)

0.995 will do the trick for us in this workshop, so we will create a new document-term matrix with this
threshold applied to it:

dtmSparseRemoved <- removeSparseTerms(dtm, 0.995)

We can examine term frequencies in our data. We create a character vector of the sums of columns of our
document-term matrix (implicitly coercing it to a matrix object), meaning that have a named character
vector where the names are the unique terms in our document-term matrix, and the values of the elements
are the number of times that particular word occurs across all of our corpus.

freqTerms <- colSums(as.matrix(dtmSparseRemoved))
freqTerms

We order the term frequencies and look at the 5 most frequent terms and then 5 least frequent terms:

orderTerms <- order(freqTerms,decreasing=TRUE)
freqTerms[head(orderTerms)]
freqTerms[tail(orderTerms)]

Which terms occurred at least 20 times?

findFreqTerms(dtmSparseRemoved, 20)

We can do a basic correlation analysis by looking at the correlations between terms with the findAssocs
function. If two words always appear together then corr = 1. If two terms never appear together then corr =
0. Let’s look at which terms co-occur with the term “meat”, with a lower correlation limit of 0.5.

findAssocs(dtmSparseRemoved, "good", corlimit=0.5)

Next, we can do some text visualisation. First, we can plot our descriptive statistics in various ways. For
example, using a barchart to visualise the 20 most frequent terms (we will use the lattice package for a
nice bar chart:

png("barchart_frequent_terms.png", width=800, height=700)
barchart(freqTerms[orderTerms[1:20]])
dev.off()
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Next, we will construct a comparison word cloud of the Star Wars and Star Trek fan page comments.

# create a character vector of the Star Wars comments
# (i.e., take a subset of elements from the commentText column of the dataframe)
starWarsComments <- myStarWarsData$commentText[which(myStarWarsData$commentText!="Not_applicable")]
starWarsComments <- paste(starWarsComments , collapse = " ")

# do the same, but for Star Trek
starTrekComments <- myStarTrekData$commentText[which(myStarTrekData$commentText!="Not_applicable")]
starTrekComments <- paste(starTrekComments , collapse = " ")

# combine them together into a dataframe
df_ALL <- data.frame(group=c("Star_Wars","Star_Trek"),words=c(starWarsComments,starTrekComments))

# search for any texts that have no characters (i.e. are ’empty’)
# and then remove these elements from the vector
toRemove <- which(df_ALL$words=="")
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# are there any ’empty’ text elements?
# (i.e. length of toRemove is not equal to zero)
# if true, then we remove the corresponding rows from the dataframe
if (isTRUE(length(toRemove)!=0)) {

df_ALL <- df_ALL[-toRemove,]
}

# we create a character vector from the "words" column of df_ALL
# this will be our independent variable.
# we do not want text as factors, so we will coerce it to character
words <- df_ALL$words

# we will convert the character encoding to UTF-8
# just to be sure there are no odd characters that
# may cause problems later on
words <- iconv(words, to = ’UTF-8’)
# ** MAC USERS ONLY **:
words <- iconv(words, to = ’UTF-8-mac’)

# using ’tm’ package we convert character vector to a Vcorpus object (volatile corpus)
corp <- VCorpus(VectorSource(words))

## now we do transformations of text using tm_map (’mapping to the corpus’)

# eliminate extra whitespace
corp <- tm_map(corp, stripWhitespace)

# convert to all lowercase
corp <- tm_map(corp, content_transformer(tolower))

# perform stemming (not always useful!)
#fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, stemDocument)

# remove numbers (not always useful!)
fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removeNumbers)

# remove punctuation (not always useful! e.g. text emoticons)
fbCorpus <- tm_map(fbCorpus, removePunctuation)

# remove stop words (not always useful!) - doing this in perl
corp <- tm_map(corp, removeWords, stopwords("english"))

# create a document-term matrix
# had to do it this way to be able to use colnames
tdm <- TermDocumentMatrix(corp)
tdm <- as.matrix(tdm)
#print(tdm)

colnames(tdm) <- c("Star_Wars","Star_Trek")
colorsx=c("blue","red")

#note: if changing res of png, can’t have dimensions in pixels (led to wordclouds with very few words...)
png("facebook_starwars_startrek_comparison_cloud.png", width=12, height=8, units="in", res=300)
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#comparison.cloud(tdm,max.words=300,random.order=FALSE)
comparison.cloud(tdm,max.words=200,random.order=FALSE,colors=colorsx)
#commonality.cloud(tdm,random.order=FALSE)
dev.off()
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YouTube data collection and analysis

In this section we will collect data from YouTube and create an actor network from the comments section of
particular videos of interest. Such a network maps the relationships of YouTube users who have interacted
with each other in the comments section for particular videos (i.e. user i has replied to user j or mentioned
user j in a comment).

First, set up the API credentials:

apiKey <- "xxxx"

Next, we specify which videos we want to collect data from, using a character vector specifying one or more
YouTube video IDs. For example, if the video URL is ‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xfo0hpVrtrs’,
then use videoIDs="Xfo0hpVrtrs".

For this example, we will collect data from an Australian anti-fracking video featuring 70s pop star Leo Sayer
(!):

videoIDs <- c("Xfo0hpVrtrs")

The workflow is fairly straightforward - we just pipe together the ‘verb’ functions. A couple of comments.

1. By default, all the available comments are collected. If desired, the ‘maxComments’ argument can be
used to limit the number of comments (but as noted in the documentation, this is not always perfect,
due to the YouTube API specifications).

2. Often, we will wish to retain the comment text for further analysis. There are two approaches (as
discussed previously). First option is to leave out Create() function from the pipeline, so we are just
creating a dataframe object with our data (which we can later pipe through to Create() an actor
network). The second option, which we use in this example, is to specify writeToFile=TRUE, so we
write the data to disk before piping it through Create() the network.

g_youtube_actor <- Authenticate("youtube", apiKey= apiKey) %>%
Collect(videoIDs = videoIDs, writeToFile=TRUE) %>%
Create("Actor")

A description of the network:

g_youtube_actor

Read in the YouTube data that we saved to disk, for example:

# make sure you change the filename:
myYouTubeData <- importData("Jul_18_15_40_47_2016_AEST_YoutubeData.csv","youtube")
View(myYouTubeData)

We have already performed some descriptive text analysis and visualisation. Next, we will perform slightly
more advanced text analysis by doing sentiment analysis of the YouTube comments we just collected. YouTube
has garnered attention due to the notoriously negative nature of its comments sections, notably the presence
of ‘trolls’ and negative users. So this analysis could be particularly interesting for YouTube.

We will use the free Sentiment140 service. Sentiment140 (formerly known as “Twitter Sentiment”) allows you
to discover the sentiment of a brand, product, or topic on Twitter. This is a machine learning based approach.
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It uses a maximum entropy classifier to predict the sentiment of a given text document (e.g. a Tweet or a
YouTube comment), and then classify each document into ‘positive’, ‘neutral’, or ‘negative’ classes.

Technical details for researchers: http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students/

Technical paper: http://cs.stanford.edu/people/alecmgo/papers/TwitterDistantSupervision09.pdf

Sentiment140 is not open source, but you can query their API for free, and use Chris Okugami’s sentiment R
package to make it easier. Note: the older sentiment package is no longer maintained and is incompatible
with recent versions of R. So we are using Okugami’s package.

# create a new character vector with our YouTube comment data
comment_txt <- as.character(myYouTubeData$Comment)

# remove comments that have 3 characters or less (i.e., including comments with no text)
toRemove <- which(nchar(comment_txt) < 4)

# check if there are any matches.
# if TRUE, then we remove these elements from the vector
if (isTRUE(length(toRemove)!=0)) {

comment_txt <- comment_txt[-toRemove]
}

## do some cleaning using regular expressions via the ‘gsub‘ function

# swap out the "\n" character returns
comment_txt <- gsub("\\\n", " ", comment_txt)

# swap out all non-alphanumeric characters.
comment_txt <- gsub("[^[:alnum:]]"," ",comment_txt)

# remove unnecessary spaces
comment_txt <- gsub("\\s+", " ", comment_txt)

# delete leading and trailing white spaces from comment texts
comment_txt <- gsub("^\\s+|\\s+$", "", comment_txt)

# convert all characters to lowercase
comment_txt <- lapply(comment_txt,tolower)

# now we use the ‘sentiment‘ function to classify our comments.
# this returns a dataframe with 3 columns:
# text (the original comment text)
# polarity (negative, neutral, or positive)
# language (the detected language; i.e., ISO 639-1 codes; e.g., "en" for English)
results <- sentiment(comment_txt)
View(results)

We can plot the results to get a visual description of the sentiment:

png("barchart_sentiment.png", width=800, height=700)
barchart(results$polarity)
dev.off()
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Finally, we will create a wordcloud based on the sentiment classes.

We will create a new character vector sentimentDocs that contains 3 named elements corresponding to each
of our sentiment classes, i.e., “positive”, “neutral”, and “negative”. Each element of sentimentDocs will
contain all the comment texts categorised into each sentiment class, as one single string of words. In a sense,
we are fishing out all the comments that were categorised into each sentiment class, and putting them all into
a single bucket together.

Then we can create a wordcloud that visualises the frequent terms by sentiment class.

# separating text by sentiment
sentimentClasses = c("positive","neutral","negative")
numClasses = 3
sentimentDocs = rep("", numClasses)
for (i in 1:numClasses)
{

tmp = results$text[results$polarity == sentimentClasses[i]]
sentimentDocs[i] = paste(tmp, collapse=" ")

}
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# remove stopwords
sentimentDocs = removeWords(sentimentDocs, stopwords("english"))
# create corpus
corpus = Corpus(VectorSource(sentimentDocs))

## create term document matrix
tdm = TermDocumentMatrix(corpus)
# we will set a threshold at 0.5, meaning that only words that appear
# in at least 50% of comments will be retained for analysis
tdm <- removeSparseTerms(tdm, 0.5)
tdm = as.matrix(tdm)
colnames(tdm) = sentimentClasses

# comparison word cloud
png("leo_sayer_fracking_youtube_wordcloud.png", width=12, height=8, units="in", res=300)
comparison.cloud(tdm, colors = brewer.pal(numClasses, "Dark2"),

scale = c(3,.5), random.order = FALSE, title.size = 1.5)
dev.off()
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Individual work and how-to’s

In this section of the workshop we encourage you to apply the skills and knowledge you have learned to your
own projects and ideas. We will be available to help you directly as you work.

If anyone has questions or ideas you want help with, we are happy to do a quick tutorial or “how to”.

Wrap up / questions

We hope that you enjoyed this ACSPRI 2016 workshop and that you find SocialMediaLab useful in your
research. Please feel free to contact us should you have any questions or comments. We would love to hear
your ideas and feedback.

All the best,

Robert Ackland and Timothy Graham
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